Gray-Scale Image Dehazing Guided by Scene Depth Information
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Combined with two different types of image dehazing strategies based on image enhancement and atmospheric physical model, respectively, a novel method for gray-scale image dehazing is proposed in this paper. For image-enhancement-based strategy, the characteristics of its simplicity, effectiveness, and no color distortion are preserved, and the common guided image filter is modified to match the application of image enhancement. Through wavelet decomposition, the high frequency boundary of original image is preserved in advance. Moreover, the process of image dehazing can be guided by the image of scene depth proportion directly estimated from the original gray-scale image. Our method has the advantages of brightness consistency and no distortion over the state-of-the-art methods based on atmospheric physical model. Particularly, our method overcomes the essential shortcoming of the abovementioned methods that are mainly working for color image. Meanwhile, an image of scene depth proportion is acquired as a byproduct of image dehazing.

1. Introduction

Image dehazing is a basal methodology to restore image with hazy or foggy scenes, which has been drawing increasing attention in recent years due to its crucial role played in numerous fields like aerial photography. To date, a considerable number of methods for image dehazing have emerged, which can be categorized into two types of strategies with one based on images enhancement and the other on atmospheric physical model. Nevertheless, both of the aforementioned methods suffer from some drawbacks, which inhibit their further widespread applications. More specifically, in the former strategy the limited resolution of human vision is primarily considered, however, ignoring the physical origin of image degradation. The haze-free image will be recovered by adjusting the local and global contrasts and color coefficients in the corresponding algorithms. Resultantly, the ultimate dehazing effect of images with different scenes differs a lot because the detail information may be enhanced excessively for complex scene images, though this kind of method is characterized by low complexity, wide range of application, and satisfactory validity for both haze and haze-free images.

In comparison, the physical origin of image degradation is taken into account in the latter strategy, wherein the degradation model of haze image is built to more accurately compensate the lost information in the process of imaging in foggy weather. Even though this kind of strategy becomes the leading tendency with abovementioned advantages, it suffers from high computational complexity because the prior information, for example, scene depth and contrast statistics of haze image, should be obtained in advance. What is more, once the transcendental hypothesis fails, the model cannot be mathematically solved.

The independent component analysis for estimating the scene reflection intensity is proposed by Fattal [1], assuming that the reflection intensity of a local region in haze image is constant, and there is no relevance between the transmission and the surface color of objects. However, this assumption is not considered to be solid because the
statistical characteristics will be ineffective due to the lack of sufficient color information for dehazing thick haze images. On the other hand, the assumption of dark channel prior is proposed by He et al. [2] based on the statistics of large numbers of haze-free images in outdoor scenes. Followed by He et al’s seminal work, the corresponding fast algorithm is proposed in [3], and the halo effect is remarkably reduced by template segmentation in the dark channel calculation in [4]. Nevertheless, this proposal drastically suffers from high computational complexity, and it yet fails to work for images with thick haze or large sky region due to the occurrence of serious color distortion. Therefore, it is urgent to propose a method to tackle the difficulty regarding images with thick haze or large sky region, which is one aim of this paper.

In addition, there have been other emerging important methods regarding image dehazing in recent years. For example, Ancuti firstly demonstrates the utility and effectiveness of a fusion-based technique for dehazing based on a single degraded image [5]. Chen proposes a novel visibility restoration approach based on Bi-Histogram modification, which can integrate a haze density estimation module and a haze formation removal module for accurate estimation of haze density in the transmission map [6]. One of the seminal representatives of nighttime dehazing method is reported by Li et al. [7], where a framework is proposed in order to reduce the effect of glow in the original nighttime image, leading the original image to consist of direct transmission and airlight only. Huang in [8] presents a novel Laplacian-based visibility restoration approach to effectively solve inadequate haze thickness estimation and alleviate color cast problems. Meng benefits much from an exploration on the inherent boundary constraint that is combined with a weighted $L_1$-norm based contextual regularization, and it is modeled into an optimization problem to estimate the unknown scene transmission in [9].

Huang et al. employ the combinations of three major modules, namely, a depth estimation module, a color analysis module, and a visibility restoration module for visibility restoration [10], and also present an effective haze removal approach to remedy problems caused by localized light sources and color shifts, which thereby achieves superior restoration results for single hazy images [11]. Zhu proposes a simple but powerful color attenuation prior by creating a linear model for modeling the scene depth of the hazy image under this novel prior and learning the parameters of the model with a supervised learning method [12].

In terms of gray-scale image dehazing, the abovementioned methods based on atmospheric physical model are rather restricted because they solely work for color images. Comparably, He's method still works, while very strict restrictions are made on the gray-scale images [2]. In brief, a color image generally contains much more information than a gray-scale image, so it makes the dehazing model solved more easily. In contrast, there is no confirmed solution to gray-scale image by the abovementioned methods owing to less information contained in the gray-scale image. As an indispensable part of image processing, the resolution of gray-scale image is almost four times more than that of color image with the same image size, leading to the increasing significance of gray-scale image dehazing owing to its crucial role in the field of high resolution observation, for example, aerospace industry, which makes up the other aim of this paper.

In this paper, we present a novel method for gray-scale image dehazing, which takes into account the advantages of two aforementioned categorized dehazing strategies. The performance of our proposed method is shown in Figure 1, in which Figure 1(a) is the original gray-scale image with thick haze and large sky region and Figures 1(b) and 1(c) illustrate the haze-free image and the image of scene depth proportion, respectively. More specifically, the image of scene depth proportion is estimated according to the original gray-scale image directly. Scene depth is the straightforward reflection of enhancement demands for various regions in the original image, so the processing of enhancement can be automatically layered guided by the image of scene depth proportion. With this differential compensation, the invalidity of atmospheric physical model for the image with thick haze or large sky region can be reasonably solved. Meanwhile, the phenomenon of excessive enhancement is avoided in the enhanced image, and the brightness consistency can also be guaranteed simultaneously.

The framework of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the problems in existing methods and corresponding solutions are stated. In Section 3 the proposed method is introduced, and the experimental results are shown in Section 4 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The paper is ultimately concluded in Section 5.
2. Issues in Existing Methods and Corresponding Solutions

2.1. Guided Image Filter and Modified Guided Image Filter. Nowadays, image enhancement can be effectively realized by guided image filter [13], which is widely prevalent in the field of computer vision. Assuming that the original image is expressed by $p$ and the output image $q$ is linearly related to the guide image $I$ in a local window $\omega_k$, then the output image $q$ in this window with radius $r$ centered at the pixel $k$ can be written as

$$q_i = a_k I_i + b_k, \quad \forall i \in \omega_k,$$

where $(a_k, b_k)$ is the constant coefficient in window $\omega_k$ and the pixel $i$ is involved in all overlapping windows that cover $i$ collectively.

Hence the values of $q_i$ in (1) are not equal when computing in different windows, and then the average value strategy is adopted as stated in [13]. Meanwhile, due to the symmetry of the box window, the filtering output $q_i$ is computed by

$$q_i = \bar{a}_i I_i + \bar{b}_i,$$

where $\bar{a}_i = (1/|\omega|) \sum_{k \in \omega} a_k$ and $\bar{b}_i = (1/|\omega|) \sum_{k \in \omega} b_k$ are the average coefficients of all windows overlapping $i$.

Based on the definition above, the filtering output $q$ can be obtained and the difference value $(I - q)$ is regarded as boundary information. Here the image noise is neglected temporarily because it is the secondary high frequency information compared to the primary image boundary. Ultimately, the image boundary is amplified several times and added to $q$, and the enhanced image $I_e$ can be expressed as

$$I_e = q + \varepsilon (I - q),$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the enhancement coefficient. Since boundary preserving is the most prominent characteristic for guided image filter, all the boundary in original image $p$ can be theoretically preserved in filtering output image $q$. Realistically, some of the boundaries will be removed by filtering operation owing to the solution of filtering output being an approximate value. In brief, the characteristics of boundary preserving are at any rate favorable to image filtering, but it is adverse to the image enhancement.

Since the boundary information can also be preserved in the filtering output image $q$, it may lead to incomplete extraction of boundary, which is also the major disadvantage of haze image degradation. In order to tackle this problem, a modified guided image filter is built by mean filtering for guide image $I_i$ only in (2) to reduce the ability of boundary preserving for image enhancement.

We compare the performance of common and modified guided image filtering, and the results are illustrated in Figure 2. To improve the fairness, the parameters of both common and modified guided image filters in Figure 2 are all set to the same values. Figure 2(a) shows the original haze image, and the extracted boundary images using common and modified guided image filters are illustrated in Figures 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. Here all the pixel values of Figures 2(b) and 2(c) are uniformly amplified 5 times for facilitating display. Note that the test images in this paper are taken from the Internet.

It is observed that the image contrast of extracted boundary is obviously increased by proposed method, especially for the boundary with low brightness (i.e., dark pixels) in Figures 2(b) and 2(c). Figure 2(d) shows another haze image with thicker haze layer, and the extracted boundary images using common guided image filter and modified guided image filter are showed in Figures 2(e) and 2(f), respectively, which are...
also amplified 5 times uniformly for display. As can also be easily seen, the modified guided image filter is advantageous over the common one because more details are preserved in Figure 2(f).

2.2. Dark Channel Prior and Image of Scene Depth Proportion. McCartney atmospheric physical model is widely adopted in the second dehazing category, and it is defined as

\[ I(\mathbf{x}) = J(\mathbf{x}) t(\mathbf{x}) + A (1 - t(\mathbf{x})) \]  

(4)

where \( I(\mathbf{x}) \) is the original hazy image, \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) is the haze-free image, \( A \) is the atmospheric light value, \( t(\mathbf{x}) \) is the medium transmission, and \( \mathbf{x} \) is the corresponding pixel. The process of image dehazing is to estimate \( A \) and \( t(\mathbf{x}) \) from \( I(\mathbf{x}) \) and then recover the ultimate haze-free image \( J(\mathbf{x}) \).

Dark channel prior [2] is considered to be the most effective method to solve the atmospheric physical model in (1) and is described by

\[ L_{\text{dark}}(\mathbf{x}) = \min_{y \in \Omega(\mathbf{x})} \left( \min_{c \in \{r, g, b\}} L_c(y) \right), \]

(5)

where \( L_c \) is a channel of image \( L \) and \( \Omega(\mathbf{x}) \) is a template centered at \( \mathbf{x} \). He et al. [2] reported that the intensity of dark channel in non-sky region \( L_{\text{dark}} \rightarrow 0 \), and then the complicated multiplicative term \( J(\mathbf{x})t(\mathbf{x}) \) in (4) can be eliminated to estimate the transmission image \( t(\mathbf{x}) \), and ultimately the approximate solution of haze-free image \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) in (4) can be obtained. Note that the solution procedure is in allusion to the color image because it contains much more information conducive to solving the atmospheric physical model.

The soft matting adopted in [2] can be replaced by guided image filter [13] to improve the processing speed. However, both the soft matting and guided image filtering are all staying at the stage of optimizing transmission image \( t(\mathbf{x}) \). Differently from the color image, there is no confirmed solution of \( t(\mathbf{x}) \) for the gray-scale image due to too little information contained in the gray-scale image to solve the atmospheric physical model. As a result, the haze-free image \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) cannot be recovered accordingly. In order to overcome this difficulty, the scene depth information will be adequately used in this paper, which is estimated directly from original gray-scale image, and its reverse can be regarded as the approximate estimation of transmission image. The detailed process of acquiring the image of scene depth proportion is as follows.

First of all, atmospheric light value \( A \) is estimated, which is the furthest pixel rather than the brightest one in the original hazy image \( I(\mathbf{x}) \) according to [14]. On a foggy day, there is a large quantity of fog droplets suspending in the atmosphere. In this case, the scattering intensity of light within the visible spectrum is almost the same on the whole, resulting in the sky region with the bright white color. The furthest pixel generally belongs to the sky region, but it is not always the brightest one because the pixels in the nearby scenes may be with the bright color (e.g., artificial light source and bright white object), which might be brighter than the furthest pixel value \( A \) in \( I(\mathbf{x}) \). Therefore, it is incorrect for the gray-scale image to take the brightest pixel in \( I(\mathbf{x}) \) as the estimation of \( A \).

To exclude the abovementioned nearby pixels first, the local minimum filtering is adopted for the gray-scale image in this paper. With this operation, differently from the far scene pixels, the brightness of nearby pixel can be markedly reduced after this minimum filtering, especially in the case of adopting large filtering template, because there are always some pixels with low brightness around the bright pixels in the nearby scenes. As a result, the remaining bright pixels after minimum filtering are limited to the sky region, and the position of the brightest pixel in the sky region is exactly the furthest pixel in \( I(\mathbf{x}) \), so its intensity value can then be regarded as the accurate approximate of \( A \). Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the atmospheric light value \( A \) found by proposed method. Here the position of \( A \) is marked with black, and the area of black pixel is expanded for facilitating display as indicated by the arrow.

Based on the analysis above, the image of scene depth proportion \( D \) can be obtained by calculating the difference values between \( A \) and other pixels in minimum filtered image \( L_{\text{dark}} \), so the concrete expression of \( D \) is given by

\[ D = 1 - (A - L_{\text{dark}}). \]  

(6)

Figures 3(d), 3(e), and 3(f) illustrate the corresponding D images of Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c), respectively. As can be seen, under normal conditions, the further the pixel is, the higher its \( D \) value will be.

The abovementioned algorithm for estimating \( A \) in allusion to haze image \( I(\mathbf{x}) \), and this algorithm can also be directly applied to the haze-free image \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) to acquire its atmospheric light value \( A' \). Since the haze layer mainly reflects the natural light with balanced RGB values, the whole brightness of \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) is lower than that of \( I(\mathbf{x}) \). Therefore, the value of \( A' \) in the haze-free image \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) is larger than \( A \) in the haze image \( I(\mathbf{x}) \). As can be seen from the process of estimating \( A' \), its value is at or near the brightest pixel value in \( J(\mathbf{x}) \), so \( A' \) is larger than the pixel value in \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) as a whole.

Based on (4), we have

\[ I(\mathbf{x}) = J(\mathbf{x}) t(\mathbf{x}) + A (1 - t(\mathbf{x})) \]

\[ > J(\mathbf{x}) t(\mathbf{x}) + A' (1 - t(\mathbf{x})) \]  

(7)

One can see from (7) that the brightness of haze-free image \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) is lower than that of haze image \( I(\mathbf{x}) \) as a whole. Mathematically, it is out of the question to estimate the image \( J(\mathbf{x}) \) according to (4). However, the visual effect of haze-free image is inconsistent with the haze image. Comparing the brightness of images before and after dehazing, it is thought that they are under the inconsistency illumination for human vision. In Section 4, the contrast experiments will be further carried out on the issue of brightness consistency.

3. Proposed Method

The low frequency layer and the three high frequency layers (in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions) are produced
by wavelet decomposition of the original image. Since the different features of the original image are preserved in the low and high frequency layers, respectively, different dehazing strategies are adopted for different frequency layers. Resultantly, the low frequency layer after wavelet decomposition has the smoother boundary and contains less noise than the original image, which makes up the foundation of detail enhancement for image dehazing. The three high frequency layers contain almost the whole boundary information of original image, which plays a key role in the ultimate effect of image enhancement. In a word, the boundary information of original image can be extracted and preserved in the high frequency layers by simple wavelet decomposition for the sake of avoiding damaging the boundary in the subsequent operating, for example, image filtering. In practice, the boundary information is significant for human vision to understand and recognize the image scenes as a whole. This crucial information in the haze image has different levels of degradation by the haze layer, so the simple and effective method for image dehazing is to enhance the boundary information accordingly.

The scheme sketch of proposed method is illustrated in Figure 4. Based on the modified guided image filtering proposed in this paper, the difference value between the original image and filtering output image is called detail layer. After being amplified by a certain coefficient, the amplified detail layer is added to the filtering output image to achieve the image enhancement. This enhancement method is applied to the three high frequency layers after wavelet decomposition, respectively. Due to the simple feature of high frequency layer, this straightforward enhancement can be regarded as the effective scheme. However, for the low frequency layer, the complex feature may lead to excessive enhancement in the region with the obvious boundary and insufficient enhancement in the region with the fuzzy boundary.

There is a direct relationship between the brightness of boundary pixel and its scene depth. Since the light reaching the camera from the far scene is easy to be scattered by the haze layer, the value of boundary pixel is low at large. To the contrary, the light from the nearby scene is less affected by the haze layer, so the value of boundary pixel is generally high. Hence it is reasonable to enhance the haze image with
the help of the image of scene depth proportion, so the enhancement coefficient is set to the higher value in the region of far scene and the lower one in the region of nearby scene. Resultantly, this enhancement method guided by the scene depth information is applied to the fundamental low frequency layer.

The process of gray-scale image dehazing by proposed method is illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) is the original gray-scale image, and Figures 5(b) and 5(d) are the low frequency layer and high frequency layer in horizontal direction, respectively. Note that only the enhancement process of high frequency layer in horizontal direction is shown here, and the process of other high frequency layers is based on the same way. The enhancement effect of low frequency layer using the modified guided image filtering by 4 times enhancement is illustrated in Figure 5(c), which is guided by the image of scene depth proportion, and Figure 5(e) shows the enhancement effect of high frequency layer in horizontal direction using the modified image guided filtering by 2 times enhancement directly. Here all the pixel values of
4. Experimental Results

The comparison between the image-enhancement-based method and our method has been illustrated in Figure 5, and the classic and effective methods based on atmospheric physical model, for example, Fattal [1], He et al. [2], Meng et al. [9], and Li et al. [7], will be further compared with our method in this section. In order to fully demonstrate the power of proposed method, the major parameters in the abovementioned methods are set to the appropriate values to get the satisfactory results in this section. Moreover, the guided image filtering [13] is applied to the method of He et al. [2] further to improve its dehazing effect. The experiment is performed using the software Matlab2010b, which is installed on a personal computer with an Intel Core i7-4510U processor.

The experiment is composed of two main parts, and the test image with thin haze and small sky region is processed primarily, which is easier to deal with under normal circumstances. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6. The original haze image is illustrated in Figure 6(a); Figures 6(b), 6(c), 6(d), and 6(e) are the dehazing results by the
method of Fattal [1], He et al. [2], Meng et al. [9], and Li et al. [7], respectively. One can see that both of them exhibit outstanding dehazing effect for this type of image. However, the inconsistency of brightness is obvious when compared with the original image in Figure 6(a). To test the dehazing effect for gray-scale image, we transform the original color image (Figure 6(a)) into the corresponding gray-scale one (Figure 6(f)). Figure 6(e) shows the gray-scale dehazing result by proposed method, and it is easily observed that the dehazing effect for gray-scale image is remarkable.

Applying our proposed method directly to each RGB channel of a color image will acquire the dehazing result of the color image in Figure 6(h). It is observed that the dehazing effect of proposed method for color image is comparable to that of other methods but has the better brightness consistency between the original image and haze-free image. These two images are easier for human vision to consider that the imaging process is on the condition of the same illumination.

To verify the performance of proposed method, the images with thick haze and large sky region are selected as the test images, and the results are shown in Figure 7. Figures 7(a) and 7(f) are the original color haze image and its corresponding gray-scale one, respectively. The results by the methods of Fattal [1], He et al. [2], Meng et al. [9], and Li et al. [7] are illustrated in Figures 7(b), 7(c), 7(d), and 7(e), respectively. It can be obviously seen that serious color distortion appears in Figures 7(b), 7(c), 7(d), and 7(e), especially in the large sky region. Figure 7(g) shows the result of gray-scale image dehazing by our method, and Figure 7(h) illustrates the result of corresponding color result by our method in order to make a comparison with other methods.

One can see from Figures 7(g) and 7(h) that the obvious dehazing effects of our method for both gray-scale and color images with thick haze and large sky region are experimentally demonstrated, and the distortion is avoided effectively without changing the visual brightness. Besides, the appropriate haze layer will be automatically preserved in the region of distant sky in this paper, because there are few boundaries there, and the presence of appropriate haze is in favor of human vision to perceive scene depth [2].

To further verify the advantages of our method for the image with thick haze and large sky region, the gray-scale image of Figure 1(a) and its corresponding color image are
used to make a contrast experiment as illustrated in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows the color haze image, and Figures 8(b), 8(c), 8(d), and 8(e) are the dehazing results by the methods of Fattal [1], He et al. [2], Meng et al. [9], and Li et al. [7], respectively. The gray-scale hazy image is shown in Figure 8(f), and Figures 8(g) and 8(h) illustrate the dehazing results of gray-scale image and corresponding color image by our method, respectively. One can easily conclude from Figure 8 that there is no obvious distortion when our method is applied to either the gray-scale or color image, and its visual luminance is also consistent with the original image. Therefore, our proposed method has been demonstrated to be satisfactorily effective in dehazing both color and gray-scale images and advantageous over the state-of-the-art dehazing methods.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we report a novel and efficient method for gray-scale image dehazing, in which the advantages of the dehazing strategies based on the image enhancement and atmospheric physical model are taken into account simultaneously. For the image-enhancement-based strategy, the characteristics of its simplicity, effectiveness, and no color distortion are preserved in the proposed method. Meanwhile, the shortcomings of its excessive detail enhancement, reckoning without image degradation model, are overcome. Compared with the dehazing strategy based on the atmospheric physical model, our method also exhibits superiority. When dealing with the image with thin haze or the large sky region, the proposed method effectively avoids the color distortion and the inconsistency of visual brightness. Besides, our method shows the higher performance when dealing with the image with thick haze and large sky region.

It is particularly important for the proposed method to overcome the essential shortcoming of the abovementioned methods, which are mainly working for color image. The guided image filter used for boundary preserving is also modified to improve the dehazing effect in this paper. Moreover, a high-quality image of scene depth proportion can be obtained directly in the process of image dehazing as a byproduct.
Additional Points

Limitations. It should be addressed that the effectiveness of our method also has two limitations. The imaging degradation under hazy weather conditions is inversely proportional to the imaging distance of scene. This means that the objects that are close to camera are less degraded by haze compared to those that are far away. Unfortunately, owing to the lack of obvious boundary structures in the thick haze region far away, our method may fail to recover the true scenes there. Moreover, image degradation by the suspended haze in the atmosphere is divided into two processes in essence: (1) direct attenuation which describes the percentage of the scene radiance reaching the camera and (2) additive airlight which represents nonscene light participates in imaging process, leading to the shift of scene colors. General enhancement methods suffer from a common problem; that is, although problem (1) is relatively easy to deal with, problem (2) cannot be effectively solved. And we leave these problems for future research.
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